
Edmonton Keyano Swim Club 
Swim to Win…Win at Life! 
 
Edmonton Keyano Swim Club Annual General Meeting Minutes-UNAPPROVED until 2019 
Annual General Meeting in June 2019 
Date: June 21, 2018 at 4:15pm 
Location:  Kinsmen Sports Center, Kinette Room 
 
Members in Attendance: 41 members in attendance. Quorum reached. 
Board Members in Attendance: Eugene Chomey (President), Rodd Thorkelsson(Vice President), 
Jill Edwards (Secretary), Jane Forest(Treasurer), Rodd Thorkelsson, Troy Long, Larry Liang, Clare 
Hickson 
 

1. Welcome and Call to Order 
Eugene Chomey called the meeting to order at 4:20pm.  
 

2. Approval of Agenda 
A motion was brought forward by Tim Vander Leek and seconded by Larry Liang that the 
agenda be approved.  

CARRIED 
3. Approval of Minutes from Previous Meeting  

A motion was brought forward by Greg Lang and seconded by Troy Long to approve the 
minutes from the previous Annual General Meeting on May 31, 2017  

CARRIED 
 

4. Introduction of the EKSC 2017/2018 Board Members 
■ Eugene Chomey introduced the EKSC 2017/2018 Board Members 

 
5. Report of the Board of Directors - Eugene Chomey 

■ See attached report from the President. 
■ Competitions committee and Search and Selection committee presented reports to 

the membership as well. 
  

6. Financial Report - Jane Forest 
6.1. Presentation of the 2016/2017 Audited Financials 

■ Jane Forest presented the summary of the audited financial statements as 
provided by Coyle & Co.  
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■ Stephanie Bacon was present to answer any questions from members regarding 
the audited statements. No questions were brought forward. 

 
6.2. Selection of Auditors for 2017/2018 season - Jane Forest 
A motion was brought forward by Jane Forest and seconded by Troy Long to select Coyle and 
Company Chartered Accountants  as the Auditor for the 2017/2018 year.  

CARRIED 
 
6.3. Presentation of Draft Budget for 2018/2019 - Colleen Bannon 

■ Pool closures are not taken into account as they are still largely unknown. Pool 
costs will be reduced as a result of closures. Casino revenue will be added once 
Casino is completed and amounts known.  

■ Questions were raised about the timeliness of travel meet reconciliation and 
costs of travel. Colleen reported that reconciliation will be improved next season. 

 
7. Election of Officers to the 2018/2019 Board of Directors 

7.1. Nominations to this point (Interested Members) 
■ There are 6 vacancies to be elected to this year. 
■ Nominations received prior to AGM: Claudia Davies, Eugene Chomey, Jane 

Forest, Troy Long, Cian O’Kelly, Jill Edwards and Kristi Williams 
 

7.2. Nominations from the floor (To be added to ballot) 
■ Nominations for Rob Cole and John Blakeman were received from the floor and 

added to ballot. 
 

7.3. Appointment of Scrutineers 
A motion was brought forward by Jill Edwards and seconded by Jane Foresti to appoint 
Stephanie Bacon as the scrutineer for any ballots received.  

CARRIED  
 

7.4. Election of New Officers to the 2017/2018 Board of Directors 
■ Members returning to the Board: Clare Hickson and Larry Liang 
■ 9 nominations were made to fill 6 open positions on the board of directors. New 

members elected to the Board: Jill Edwards, Jane Forest, Cian O’Kelly, Troy 
Long, Kristi Williams, and Rob Cole. 

■ The 2018/2019 EKSC Board of Directors is: Clare HIckson, Larry Liang, Jill 
Edwards, Jane Forest, Cian O’Kelly, Troy Long, Kristi Williams, Rob Cole, and 
Eugene Chomey(Past President). 

 
A motion was brought forward by Rodd Thorkelsson and seconded by Sherry Robertson to 
accept the 2018/2019 Board of Directors.  

CARRIED 
A motion was brought forward by Scott Flowers and seconded by Tim Vander Leek to destroy 
the ballots.  

CARRIED 
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8. Adjournment 

A motion was brought forward by Jen Brendzan to adjourn the meeting. 
Meeting adjourned at 5:38pm 
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2018 AGM Report from the President/Board of Directors 

Welcome once again to the Edmonton Keyano Swim Club Annual general meeting.  This past season started with a 
Misfire as recruitment efforts did not end as expected.  However, the Club continues to deliver a successful program to 
almost 300 aquatic members as we enter the last session of the program.  

Club Operations 

This season Chris Nelson was appointed to the position of interim Head Coach to lead both the coaching and operation 
sides of the club, as previous efforts to secure a new head coach were unsuccessful.   The program delivered has 
continued to be strong delivering both on the wet side to progress our swimmers and meeting the dry operational 
requirements for financial accountability.  Brea has become the first point of contact for the Club.  She is a welcome 
addition to the office and taken on the key roles of club communication, event planning for meets and travel and 
numerous other tasks.  She has taken on this challenge and improved a number of aspects of our day-to-day operation. 
Two significant audits occurred in the past year for better structure and record keeping practices.  First Google Suite has 
been adopted and implemented.  This has allowed for appropriate administrative control and ownership of Keyanos 
documents and to allow for appropriate succession of resources as changes occur.  Email has been internalized so each 
coach and staff member should communicate through a unified interface to enable appropriate management, risk 
reduction while contributing to the appropriate professionalism of our club.  The utilization of subscribed online calendars 
in the future will aid in up to date communication to the membership and swimmer as schedules are made or changes 
occur.  The investment in computer technology last summer for the coaches and staff was an additional step taken to 
ensure the separation of Keyano business from personal spaces.  It is expected that there will be 100% adoption for the 
new season.  Second, accounting practices continue to be improved.  The 2017 Audit of the Clubs finances by Coyle and 
Co. was recognized by the auditor as being far more efficient through the availability and organization of required 
documents.  Additionally, monthly financial updates by Colleen are becoming the norm to track actual expenses to the 
proposed budget far better than were available in the past. Finally, policy continues to be crafted for the Club.  Best 
practices for the Club is a personal goal I have as transparency in operations will lead to consistency in the delivery of 
both the operations and swimming program.  

EKSS update 

Currently the matter is still in the courts and we are hopeful it will come to an end soon for the parties involved. 

Member satisfaction & strategic planning survey 

As part of the ongoing development of the Club the board engaged the membership in the first quarter of 2018 to 
understand their perceptions of the club and identify what the Club is doing well and which areas can be improved as we 
look to delivery of the best program in Alberta, and beyond.  What stood out in the positive results included: 

1.)  The availability of resources and pool locations to work with the schedules of the members. 2.)  The ability to offer a 
great competitive environment for the swimmers to participate and challenge themselves against others for personal 
improvement.  3.)  Good athlete development regardless of the group.  4.)  The affordability of the program and value the 
members coming from being part of Keyano.  5.)  The overall quality of the coaches as being the best available in 
Edmonton.  Each positive metric spoke to the long tradition and ability of Keyano to develop swimmers in the right 
environment.  However, two specific areas were identified as areas requiring attention:  1.)  Parents wanted to see 
additional improvement of their individual swimmer.  2.)  The best coaches available are wanted for each swimming 
group.  Overall the data has provided good insight on the direction the Club should take to be used in the strategic plan, 
and for the coaching staff to measure in delivering the program next season. 

 
Financial Update & Planning 
 
For the 2017-18 season the Club saw a surplus in revenues over operating costs.  This is a nice departure from the 
deficits recorded for the previous three years and will contribute to the health financial position Keyano has and needs for 
its growth. 
In order to use these funds responsibly and follow through on the desire of the membership to recruit the best head coach 
available, as voiced at the fall 2017 town-hall, funds will be used to offset the costs associated with the new 
head coach recruitment.  Funds will also be earmarked for the membership to reduce any inflationary fee increase; 
additional coach development; professional equipment to record swimmers in the water for stroke awareness and 
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improvement.  Other areas for consideration include high speed video/timing equipment for swim meets to address 
concerns in filling positions on deck while contributing to our community investment and swimming excellence in Canada. 
While a positive balance in Keyanos accounts are beneficial, the board is now in the position of directing appropriate 
resources towards the allocation of those funds.  The long term health of Keyano to compliment the strategic plan requires 
that both a sustainability reserve fund policy and a general operating fund policy be crafted for the club. 
 
Strategic Plan & Club Structure 
 
Starting in 2017 the board revisited the strategic plan which was last delivered in 2015, with the goal to map out the next 5 
to 10 years of the clubs path and what will be required to deliver best in class performance and growth.  First steps have 
already taken place defining our vision and Club ambition along with identifying the key leadership roles that will be 
required.  To that end a best in class Head Coach will be required to deliver the “Technical program” for the swimmers in 
Keyano while aligning the coaching staff to deliver progressive ability in each swimming group. To compliment the 
technical program a General Manager will be required to deliver the daily “Operations” side of the club which will support 
the technical program that will keep our club strong.  While the head coach recruitment activities are coming to a close 
after the successful efforts of the Search and Selection Committee, Chris Nelson is to be appointed to the General 
Manager role.  Many more hours will be required to deliver the strategic plan along with the vision of our new head coach 
and his experiences being brought into action. 
 
Head Coach Update 

 
The effort of the search and selection committee requires special attention as they have succeeded in recruiting a world 
class coach to Keyano.  Like them I am thrilled to announce the appointment of our new Head Coach for Edmonton 
Keyano Swim Club–Paul Birmingham.  
 
“Paul is an Australian national, who has been the Malaysian National Swimming Team Head Coach for the last 10 years. 
Recently back from the Commonwealth Games, he is well versed in preparing elite athletes for international competition 
and has coached at:  3 Olympic Games (Beijing, London & Rio);  4 World Championships (Rome, Shanghai, Barcelona, 
Kazan); 3 Commonwealth Games (Delhi, Glasgow, Gold Coast);  2 Asian Games (Guangzhou, Incheon);  5 South-East 
Asian Games;  2 Olympic Youth Games;  3 Commonwealth Youth Games, and 2 Asian Youth Games. In his current role, 
Malaysian swimmers have set 46 National records, over 120 National age records and 12 South-East Asian records. 
Paul’s role in the Malaysian swim organization extends beyond simply assuming responsibility for athletes who have 
already achieved an elite level. Within this program he is actively engaged in junior athlete development. He has taken 
kids as young as 13 through to Olympic qualification, making him ideally suited to our Head Coach role. 
 
Prior to moving to Malaysia, he was Head Coach for a Swim Club in Queensland, Australia- spending 7 years developing 
their programme to become the largest club in South-East Queensland, and building a large multi-site competitive swim 
programme. After 10 years in Malaysia, Paul wants to return to competitive Club swimming, and is especially attracted by 
the 
‘cradle to grave’ ability we have in Edmonton-the ability to take ‘learn to swim’ youngsters, build them into age group 
swimmers, foster their development through High School, University and post-Varsity, and harness Elite performance up 
to the ages of 27 plus.  He is also seeking longevity and our intention to recruit a Head Coach who is prepared to commit 
our Club for the long term, has resonated strongly with him. Paul is extremely charismatic, a great communicator, has 
strong collaborative abilities and an inspiring technical philosophy.  His values and ethos we all feel are very fitting to 
Keyano, and he is keen to develop and grow our Club, defining the pathways to deliver high performance.”[CH] 
 
Conclusion 
 
With the success of recruiting Paul Birmingham to Keyano as our Head Coach and Chris Nelson taking on the role of 
General Manager Keyano is poised to continue its growth and deliver a new generation of swimmers that will be proud to 
call themselves “Bears”.  We are in a great position going forward. 
 
Eugene Chomey 
President EKSC 
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